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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recall that every complex semisimple Lie algebra is the complexification 
of a real Lie algebra, i.e., it has “real forms.” 
By analogy we introduce “complex forms” for quaternionic linear maps. 
If W is a finite dimensional H-vector space and w: W-t W an H-linear 
map we show that there exists a C-vector space V and a C-linear map V: 
T/ --+ V such that the map v @ lH : V & H + V& H is similar to w. 
The linear map z, is not unique up to similarity (in general) but there are 
only finitely many such maps up to similarity. We say that a map U, as above, 
is a complex form of w. 
These complex forms are then used to determine the elementary divisors 
of maps X+-+ AXB and X++ AX + XB, where X E M,,,(H) and A and B 
are fixed square matrices over H. We apply these results to discuss the 
quaternionic versions of the Lyapunov’s and Stein’s theorem. 
2. COMPLEX FORMS OF QUATERNIONIC MAPS 
For any division ring D we consider the category of pairs (u, U) where U is 
a finite dimensional right D-vector space and u: U -+ U is a linear map. 
A morphism w: (u, U) -+ (v, V) is a linear map w: U-, I’ such that the 
the diagram 
U 2-V 
u I 1 
v 
u--y-+I’ 
commutes. 
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We denote by H the algebra of real quaternions with basic units 1, i, j, k. 
As usual we take that RCCCH, C =Rl +Ri,H =C+Cj. When 
D is R, C, or H we denote the above category by L%‘, V, and .%, respectively. 
There are several important functors between these categories as exhibited 
below 
Cl H 
9’ v---f -- 
R 
1 
T 
C2 
C, and H are the tensoring functors: 
G = Y@RG H= -@,H. 
C, and I? are the functors which merely restrict the scalars from H to C 
and from C to R, respectively. 
If (v, V) is an object of V then T(v, V) = (v, TV), where TV coincides 
with V as an abelian group but the product of a vector a and a scalar h EC 
in TV is equal to the product of a and x in V. Hence T may be called the 
conjugation functor. 
One can easily check that we have the following natural equivalences of 
functors 
RGrZg, C,R g Iv @ T, 
H&=21,, C,Hg&@ T, 
TC, = C-1, RTz R, TG s C, , 
HTg H, TT =I,, 
where I’s are the identity functors. See [I, p. 26-291 for a few details. 
THEOREM 1. Evt~y object (w, W) of .?i? is isomorphic to some object H(v, V) 
where (v, V) is an object of W. 
Proof. This follows from a well-known fact that every square quaternion 
matrix is similar to a complex matrix, see for instance [7] or [3]. Indeed, this 
means that there exists a complex subspace w’ of W such that W = w’ @ W” 
where W” = W’j and both W’ and W” are w-invariant. If w’ and wn are the 
restrictions of w to w’ and W”, respectively, then 
and 
qw, w) = (w’, w’) @ (w”, W) (1) 
(w”, W”) gg T(w’, W’). 
This implies that (w, W) G H(w’, W’). 
(2) 
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If (v, V) and (w, W) are as in Theorem 1 we shall say that (0, V) is a 
complex form of (w, W). The isomorphism classes of objects in G? are studied 
in elementary linear algebra. Each isomorphism class is characterized by a 
system of elementary divisors. 
Two systems of elementary divisors 
(A - q+, l<rdp 
and 
(A - P*P, l<SdQ 
are said to be +equivalent if p = q and there is a permutation (I of the integers 
1,2,...,p such that 
m, = %(T) 7 l<Y<P 
and for each Y either 
Bdr) = % or 19dd = 4 - 
It is immediate from (1) and (2) that if (nr , V,) and (we , V,) are two 
complex forms of an object (w, W) of .% then the systems of elementary 
divisors of these two complex forms are *-equivalent. Since HT g H the 
converse is also true, i.e., if (or , V,) and (vZ , V,) are two objects of % and 
their systems of elementary divisors are *-equivalent then 
WV, 3 V,) ss H(v, , l/2>. 
3. LINEAR MAPS IN V OH W 
In this section (v, V) is an object of .% and (W, w) is an object of &‘*, 
where X* is defined as &’ with the change that we now use left vector 
spaces ove H. 
The real algebras End V and End Ware central simple and so is (End V) @ 
(End W). Since we write v(x) and (y)w for the values of linear maps v: V -+ V 
and w: W-+ W at x E V and y E W, respectively, it is convenient to use the 
multiplication in (End V)@(End W) characterized by (vr @ wr) . (va @ wa) = 
(or 0 o.J @ (w2 o wr). Of course we have (or 0 v.&(x) = vl(va(x)) and 
(y)(w2 o wr) = ((y)w,)w, by definition. The canonical real bilinear map 
(End V) @ (End W) -+ End( V OH W) 
which associates to v @ w the map x @ y F+ n(x) @ (y)w is an isomorphism 
of R-algebras. We identify these two algebras via this canonical map. 
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By Theorem 1 we have 
V=V’@V”, V”=Vg’, W=W@w”, Wn=jW, 
where V’ and V” are v-invariant and w’ and W” are w-invariant. This leads 
to the splittings 
v = 0’ @ VW, w = w) @ we. 
Thus (v’, V’) and (IV’, w’) are complex forms of (v, V) and (W, w), 
respectively. 
Our first objective here is to study the isomorphism type of the real linear 
map v 6J w E End (V OH W). More precisely we wish to describe the system 
of elementary divisors of v @ w in terms of the systems of elementary 
divisors of (v’, V’) and (IV’, w’). 
Our job will be simplified by the fact that one can equip V @u W with 
a complex vector space structure such that by restricting scalars we obtain 
the standard real vector space structure and the map v @ w becomes complex 
linear. 
Indeed, we have 
V& W+(V’&H)& W-+ V’& W 
-+ (V’ & W,) @ (V’ Oc jW,), (3) 
where the arrows are the canonical isomorphisms and each of the spaces 
V’ & w’ and V’ 6& jW’ is a complex vector space according to the 
definitions 
x . (x By) = xh By, 
h . (x @ jy) = xh @ jy, 
wherexEV’,yEW’,XEC. 
Treating the above arrows as identifications we see at once that 
v @ w = (0’ @ w’) 0 (21’ @ w”) 
and each of v’ @ w’ and v’ @ w” is a C-linear map. Thus the problem of 
expressing the elementary divisors of v @ w (as a C-linear map) has been 
reduced to the classical case of the tensor product of two C-linear maps. 
For this see, e.g., W. E. Roth [5J. 
It would be hard to justify writing one page long theorem which states 
the results which we have established above. We leave this as an exercise 
to the interested reader. Of course, it is a trivial matter to write down the 
system of elementary divisors of v @ w as an R-linear map when we know 
its system of elementary divisors as a C-linear map. 
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Part of our results imply the following: 
THEOREM 2. Let (v, V), (W, w) be us above and (v’, V’), (W’, w’) their 
respective complex forms. Then v @I w can be considered as a C-linear map 
and as such it has eigenvahes 
A VP.5 9 A- rt-b Y 1 <.<P, 1 <s<q, 
where A,. , 1 < r < p are the eigenvalues of v’ and pS , 1 < s < q the eigenvalues 
of w’ (with their multiplicities). 
Our second objective is to study the real linear map u = z, @ 1 w + 1 r @ w. 
Again we can make use of decomposition (3) and consider u as a C-linear map. 
Then u = u’ @ U” where 
u’=v’@l,,+ l”‘@W’, 
u~=U’@l~“+ly’@w”, 
are the restrictions of u. Thus again our problem is reduced to the classical 
one studied by W. E. Roth [5]. 
We state only small part of the results that follow from the observations 
just made: 
THEOREM 3. Let (v, V), (W, w) be as above and (v’, V’), (W’, w’) their 
respective complex forms. Then u = v @ 1 w + 1 v @ w can be considered as a 
C-linear map and as such it has es*genvalues 
4. + P.3 7 Ar + t% v 1 <r<P, 1 <s<q, 
where A,, 1 < Y <p are the esgenvalues of v’ and pS, 1 < s < q are the 
eagenvalues of w’ (with their multiplicities). 
4. LYAPUNOV AND STEIN THEOREMS 
Let (v, V) be an object of 2 and (v’, V’) a complex form of (z), V). We 
say that v is stuble if v’ is stable, i.e., if the real parts of all eigenvalues of v’ 
are negative. Of course, this definition is independent of the choice of the 
complex form of (v, V). Similarly, we say that v is convergent if v’ is convergent 
i.e., all the eigenvalues of o’ have modulus less than 1. 
Now let V, be the right H-vector space of column m-vectors with quater- 
nionic entries. A matrix A E M,(H) can be considered as a linear map 
V, + V, via matrix multiplication. Similarly, a matrix B E M,(H) will be 
considered as a linear map W,, + W, , where W,, is the left H-vector space of 
row n-vectors with quaternionic entries. Then (A, V,) is an object of 2 and 
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( W,, B) is an object of &‘*. The real vector space V,,, OH W,, can be identified 
with the space of m by n quaternionic matrices M,,,(H). Then A @B is the 
map 
(A @ B)(X) = AXB, X E Mn,,(W. 
In what follows we take m = n. 
A hermitian matrix P E M,,(H) is positive definite if x*Px > 0 for all 
x E V, and x*Px = 0 implies x = 0. 
We can now state Lyapunor theorem for quaternion matrices: 
THEOREM 4. A matrix A E M,(H) is stable if and only if there exists a 
positive de$nite matrix P such that AP + PA* is negative definite. If A is 
stable then for every matrix Q there exists a unique matrix P such that 
AP + PA* = -Q. If Q is positive definite so is P. 
There is no need to give the proof since this is contained in the results 
of Redheffer [4]. Alternately one can use our Theorem 3. 
By applying the Cayley transformation as in Taussky [6] one obtains the 
quaternionic version of Stein’s theorem: 
THEOREM 5. A matrix A E M,(H) is convergent if and only if there exists 
a positive dejnite matrix P such that P - APA* is also positive definite. If A is 
convergent then for every matrix Q there exists a unique matrix P such that 
P - APA” = Q. If Q is positive dejkite so is P. 
5. ANOTHER CHARACTERIZATION OF STABLE MATRICES 
Datko and Seshadri [2] proved the following theorem (for complex 
matrices). 
THEOREM 6. A matrix A E M,(C) is stable if and only ;f it is similar to a 
matrix of the form S - P where P is positive dejkite and S* = -S. 
Since every quaternionic matrix is similar to a complex matrix it is clear 
that this theorem holds also for quaternionic matrices. In their proof of this 
theorem Datko and Seshadri made use of the Lyapunov theorem. We shall 
sketch here a completely elementary proof of Theorem 6 which avoids the 
use of the Lyapunov theorem. 
If A is stable we may assume that it is just one Jordan block. In fact we 
need to take A in the form 
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where X = -A, + ih, , A, > 0, A, E R and (Y > 0 may be chosen as small 
as we wish. 
Then we put 
and notice that for small 01 > 0 P is positive definite. 
Conversely, if P is positive definite and S* = -S we need to show that 
S - P is stable. Let (S - P)u = aX, a # 0. Then 
a*(S* - P*) = a*(-s - P) = Au*. 
From these two equations we obtain 
u*(S - P)u = a*&$ 
a*(-s - P)” = &*a. 
By adding we get -2u*Pu = (A + A) u*u, i.e., Re X < 0. 
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